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TAL PATA is a small effort towards the vision of restoration, re-imagination,

and recreation. Day by day, irresponsible consumption (production as well) is increasing drastically among the people, especially in the urban areas. The uses of plastic are

also accelerating at the same rate in our society. According to the United Nations Envi-

ronment Program (UNEP), 2021-2030 is being called as the UN Decade on Ecosystem
Restoration, as this is the last decade for us to restore our mother nature. Thus, it is

becoming gradually more important on our part as a consumer, human being, and
inhabitant of the Earth to become aware and responsible for sustainable consumption
practices. Only our combined efforts to tackle climate change can help us restore the
balance of our ecosystem.

Tal Pata, an online sustainability magazine, is a collection of feature stories, thoughts,

and creative contents from the youth of three South Asian countries- India, Pakistan,

and Bangladesh. This is an initiative of Vision Green Organization. With the tremen-

dous progress of newer technologies, this is the high time we paid more attention than

ever to the conservation of the planet on which we live. Any success or achievement,

be it technological, cultural, or socio-political while neglecting to dire need of the Earth
will not sustain, rather such negligence will become a threat to the human race. It is to
be remembered that ‘sustainability’ is ultimately needed to ensure safety of the

human being not the planet. Because, the nature may not need human being but we
need the nature to survive. Keeping all these in mind, Tal Pata is an attempt to motivate people to pursue eco-friendly actions in their everyday life.
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Vision Green Organization is working to create awareness about

responsible consumption, build climate literacy, and promote sustainability actions
among the young people to form a better and just world. The mission of this organiza-

tion is to engage the youth, future of the Earth, more actively, amplify their voices, and
hear their stories that will consequently transform them into the advocates of sustainability. We want a green Earth from the core of our heart.

The inclusion of children and young people are making a huge difference in three South
Asian countries to build responsible citizens and communities. The differences that our

work has had on the communities are creating alertness about the issue of pollution,

promoting recycling, developing a sense of understanding about proper waste management, promoting less use of plastic, being a responsible consumer, and thinking
about the environment and climate change. Our Core Values include being compas-

sionate, responsible, and resilient.

3 goals of VGO

i. Storytelling for Sustainability - to create awareness
ii. Research to Promote Evidence-based Advocacy – to intervene policy level
iii. Prototyping Projects - to iterate and pilot sustainable ideas.

The Prime Sponsor, TechShoi is an e-commerce solution for the people of this

21st century. It is a multi-vendor marketplace that offers sustainable and eco-friendly
products and lifestyle solutions to individual consumers and business entities.
Visit @ www.techshoibd.com to get a 10% discount on Eco-friendly products
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Editorial
by Abid Hasan
(Editor In Charge)
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Vision Green Organization is going to publish its first ever sus-

tainability magazine, Tal Pata, on 28th September 2021. Globally, this day is celebrated
as the Green Consumer Day. Vision Green Organization is a youth-led initiative in the

South Asian region that currently is active in Bangladesh, India, and Pakistan. VGO has
been founded on November 2020 in Bangladesh that has been broaden in two neighboring countries in March 2021. Currently, 60 active and responsible young boys and
girls are working in VGO.

Photo: Reuters

This long stem is the stem of a Palm tree and at the upper-most side of the photo palm leaves (Tal Pata) are visible.

The Bangla word, Tal Pata, means palm leave. It may seem meaningless to name our

magazine “Tal Pata”; however, it represents our vision and goals. In VGO, we promote
responsible consumption. To do so, our one of the main agendas is to use less plastic.
We always encourage using plastic alternatives instead of using plastic, especially single-use of plastic. It might be surprising for many of our audiences that Tal Pata (palm

leave) is actually a very efficient raw material for many plastic alternative products

(mostly the craft items) that represent the culture and heritage of rural Bangladesh.

Hence, we, the VGO team members from Bangladesh, have named the first ever sustainability magazine in Bangladesh Tal Pata that represents eco-friendly approach and
cultural heritage of the country at the same time.
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In the first issue of Tal Pata, feature stories have been included from VGO team mem-

bers and well-wishers from three countries where we are active at present. From Bangladesh team, we have got to know about Bonkagoj (a kind of recycled paper) and artificial burger. Both of these are very crucial and significant effort to be an eco-friendly

and responsible consumer. Team India has written about fire incidents of Uttarakhand

which alerts the sensible people about our unplanned deed. It indirectly says if we do
not want the whole Earth to become ‘Uttarkhand’, our thoughts, concerns, and activities

may change into something sustainable. Pakistan has let the readers know about their
achievements in terms of securing environmental sustainability. Nevertheless, the article also warns the readers, especially the Pakistani ones, to be aware about existing ill
practices that harm the environment and might affect the sustainability very easily.

Furthermore, this issue also contains an article about our prime sponsor, TechShoi, an
entrepreneurial attempt to promote sustainability and responsible consumption. Being

a youth-led organization, TechShoi focuses on the young generation of Bangladesh to
influence their consumption and recycling behavior. One of our well-wishers has sub-

mitted a personal letter on behalf of the Earth that addressed to the human being. That

letter is an earnest request for all of us so that we become responsible in our thoughts
and actions. This is the first attempt from Vision Green Organization to publish such a

magazine, but obviously we do not want this issue be our last one. With the continuation

of Tal Pata, Team VGO would like to promote responsible consumption, circular waste
management, and sustainability in thoughts and actions. If we can influence at least
one person with this magazine, this is a success for us, this is a success towards achieving sustainability.
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Tal Pata is not only an attempt to promote sustainability, it is collaboration among the

youth of three countries. Historically, these South Asian countries have been intertwined
for a very long time and the journey has not been smooth A-Z. However, Tal Pata reflects

that this generation is more than just politics and diplomacy. Genuine care for the

human race and mother Earth can bring them in a common platform. These young
boys and girl care more about empathy, compassion, and cooperation, especially
when it comes to the environment and sustainability.

As the editor of the first issue of Tal Pata, I humbly take the pride to inform all of our

members, supporters, partners, and well-wishers that this magazine like any other
initiatives of Vision Green Organization will address the underlying issues around us that

hinder the sustainability of lives. In this endeavor, we seek your support and collaboration. Let’s work more for one common goal without leaving anyone behind!

Happy
reading!

Photo: Kara Eads

What we believe in
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“Instead of thinking about what the
world has given us, let's think about
what we have given to the world”
- Montasir Jim, Founder, Vision Green Organization

“I myself am affected by climate
change and I have come to sense it
more than my average peers”
- Ave Rahman, Content writer, Vision Green Organization

“With the “Sabujayan” project of VGO, we've
been able to motivate people to plant trees. Recently,
I've heard the sounds of birds from my room which
was unexpected even a few months ago! So yeah, in
this short span, a few things have changed!”
- Nowshin Anjum Kader, Research Team Member, Vision Green Organization
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“The greatest threat to our planet is the
belief that someone else will save it.”
Daniyal Atique, Country Director (Pakistan), Vision Green Organization

“It is so inspiring to see so many other young
people on the frontlines of the climate crisis. We all
truly need to work together to protect the earth and
its environment, not only for us but also for the
generations to come.”
- Anjali Dubey, Country Director (India), Vision Green Organization

“Design is everywhere, let’s make a
promise and take a pledge to design
a better world for a better future”
- Mazedur Rahim Fiaz, Executive Director, Vision Green Organization
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Bon kagoj

A Successful Example of Recycling
By Tanvir Mahtab Abir

Undergraduate Student,
Noakhali Institute of Science and Technology
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The tradition of sending out invitation cards to the relatives, family members, and
friends on the occasion of a wedding has been in place for a long time. But what hap-

pens to the invitation card after the wedding day? In most of the cases, those invitation

cards are placed on waste bins right after the wedding ceremony. But! How about if a
plant can be born from those invitation cards? And fruits or vegetables can be born
from those plants?

A young researcher from Bangladesh, Mahbub Shumon, has invented a similar paper
named “Bonkagoj”. There are eight types of seeds ranging between vegetables and

fruits, and three types of flowers included in the Bonkagoj. Due to the thinness of the

paper, they can be easily used as invitation card, view card, visiting card, price tag of
production goods, etc. Shumon has started producing this environment friendly paper
commercially under his organization called “Shalbrikkho” (Shal Tree) at this point.

The Start of the Story:
Despite belonging to the Electrical and Electronics Department in terms of academic background (professionally, as engineer as well),
Mahbub Shumon was always interested
towards different inventory ventures related to
the environment. In order to convert this interest
into reality, he started his organization called

Photo: Shalbrikkho

How did the idea of Bonkagoj incepted?
Shumon himself shared that story, "About a
year ago (2018) while we were thinking of
making the visiting card of our organization
(Shalbrikkho), we thought that how about we
do something different about it? During that
time, protests on protecting the Sundarbans
were going on in Bangladesh. While thinking
about protecting the environment i.e. the Sundarbans, the zeal to do something environment
friendly came to my mind.

"Shalbrikkho" on October, 2019. Although he
worked with renewable energy at first, Shumon
started the production Bonkagoj along with
some other products from last December.
I thought that the most of the papers that we use
for our day to day life are for temporary use,
meaning that after a certain period of time we
throw away those papers as wastes in the waste
bins. Visiting card is notable among them.
This is why I thought that people should be able
to use our visiting cards for environment friendly
purposes rather than throwing them away as
wastes after a certain time. The venture is the
result of such thought processes."
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According to Shumon, through this venture, on one hand the country will be saved from

the ever-increasing waste dump and on the other hand people will obtain some envi-

ronment friendly flower and fruit-vegetable plants. Work to develop this type of paper is

currently going on in a number of countries in the world. However, no one has been able
to include seeds from the crops till now.

“We are the first who have been successful at making
the paper by including seeds from so many crops.”
– Mahbub Shumon

How is the
Bonkagoj prepared?
Since the initiative of producing
Bonkagoj is based on saving the
environment, the craftsmen are trying
to use materials that can be reused
throughout the whole process. At the
end of the year, a huge amount of
books and copies used by the school
students becomes unwanted. The
makers of Bonkagoj collects such
unwanted,
abandoned
paper
materials. The papers have to be cut
into pieces using a machine and
soaked for 48 hours in water.

Mahbub Sumon, the managing director of Shalbrikkho. Photo: Collected

After the papers have been completely

The processes have to be completed

prepared out of them. By mixing seeds

that the seeds are not damaged. The

fruits-vegetables with this mold through

Bonkagoj

About 25-30 sheets of Bonkagoj can be

that this cost will reduce with the

mixed in the water, a mold has to be

with much caution in order to ensure

of

production

different

types

of

flowers

and

is

cost

of

each

currently

sheet

between

of

BDT

a special process, Bonkagoj is prepared.

120-140 (USD 1.5-2). Shumon is hoping

created through this process.

increasing production.
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How is a plant born from the paper?
There is a total of 8 kinds of fruits & vegetables seeds and 3 types of flower seeds in the
Bonkagoj. There is no exclusive method of planting this paper into soil. Within 8-10 days

of planting the paper as a whole or in pieces, with the presence of adequate moisture

in soil, the seeds start to germinate. If adequate moisture is not present within the soil,
simply watering the paper a bit after planting it on the soil will do the work. Sprouts of
vegetable or flower plants will come out from the soil within 10-12 days.

Besides the current usage of seeds of pepper, tomato (both species of large tomato
and cherry tomato), red amaranth, eggplant (both species of round eggplant and tall
eggplant), coriander leaf, jute mallow, steam amaranth leaf, onion, cosmos, daisy,

marigold, sunflower, mixed portulaca, button rose, cockscomb flower, and some other

plants will also be included in the Bonkagoj very soon. Mahbub Shumon informed that
he is going to include seeds of a variety of plants in this project in the near future. The
seeds inside a Bonkagoj can stay alive up to an entire year.

Commercial Success
The commercial success came when the itinerary of an entire program was made of
Mahbub Shumon's "Bonkagoj". Bonkagoj went on industrial level production through the

making of the itinerary of a convention. The card made from Bonkagoj was distributed
to around 460 people including political leaders, delegates, and visitors attending the

convention held in the auditorium of Bangladesh Medical Association. During the election of Supreme Court Lawyers Association last March (2020), one candidate used promotional cards made of Bonkagoj for the election.
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Expansion of its uses
According to Mahbub Shumon, Bonkagoj

How was this whole path from taking the

invitation cards (both for weddings and

words of Mahbub Shumon, it became

can be used for multiple purposes. From
conferences) to visiting cards, price tag of

products, bookmarks, Bonkagoj can be

very effectively used for these types of

works. Even calendars can be made from
Bonkagoj. The expansion of the identity of

Bonkagoj has surpassed the borders of
Bangladesh to abroad. A variety of cards

made of Bonkagoj has been sent to a

number of countries already on the basis
of demand.

initiative to achieving success? From the

clear that the path was not that easy. “A

lot of hours had to be dedicated in order

to make this paper. And a lot had to be
sacrificed for that. I even had to leave my

job at one point. Bonkagoj had become a
challenge for me by then. However, the
repetition of failure made me quite hope-

less about the whole project. Only after
4-5 trials, I was first able to produce seedlings from the paper.”

Shumon further informed, "It would not
have been possible to finish this work

entirely on my own. Sadia Gulrukh, Kamrul

Hasan, and Ikramunesa Chompa have
assisted me in a number of ways

throughout the whole process. It is
because of their tireless efforts as a

group, the Team "Shalbrikkho" exists
today. Thus, Bonkagoj is the result of the
efforts of the entire team."

Calendar made of Bonkagoj. Photo: Shalbrikkho
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Bangladesh is the not the first
The idea of producing more than one type of plant from the seeds of a paper was first

brought to light in the 70's by Australian Zoologist, Bill Mollison. In this agricultural

method named "Permaculture", no sorts of chemical fertilizers, insecticides, and pesti-

cides are used in the land. Multiple types of crops are produced on the same land at the

same time. Permaculture has been in mass use in many countries of the world. This pro-

cess of producing plants from the seeds of a paper has gained popularity as "Seed
paper" among the countries abroad. The process of making and using the paper is more
or less the same all over the world.

However, the inclusion of multiple seeds in the same paper like the Bonkagoj made in
Bangladesh is rare comparing to the other countries. According to the scientists, this
process of producing crops without any use of insecticides or artificial fertilizers in such

a small period of time will end up benefiting the environment in the long run. Huge
opportunities for work will also end up being created.

Bill Mollison, Australian Zoologist (1928-2016)

Bill Mollison’s book about Permaculture

Photo: Benjamin Lizardo

Forest Fires in
Uttarakhand, India
By Rohan Chakraborty
Team Member, Vision Green India
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Uttarakhand has witnessed more than 1,000 incidents of forest fire over the last six months,

including 45 in the last 24 hours alone, and has reached out to the center for helicopters
and personnel from the National Disaster Response Force (NDRF). At least five people and
seven animals have been reported killed. Since the start of 2021, there has been a series of

forest fires in Himachal Pradesh, Nagaland-Manipur border, Odisha, Madhya Pradesh, and
Gujarat, including in wildlife sanctuaries.

April-May is the season when forest fires

take place in various parts of the country.

Recent fires include those in Bandhavgarh

Forest Reserve in Madhya Pradesh, and in
sanctuaries for the Asiatic lion and the
great Indian bustard in Gujarat.

Photo: India Today

As of 2019, about 21.67% (7,12,249 sq. km) of

Based on the previous fire incidents and

fied as forest, according to the India State

and Central India regions are the most

the country's geographical area is identi-

recorded events, forests of the Northeast

of Forest Report 2019 (ISFR) released by the

vulnerable areas to forest fires, the FSI has

Forest Survey of India (FSI), Dehradun.

said.

Forests in Assam, Mizoram, and Tripura have

Uttarakhand and Himachal Pradesh are

fire. States with large forest areas under the

frequent forest fires annually. The FSI has

been identified as 'extremely prone' to forest

'very highly prone' category include Andhra
Pradesh, Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram,
Nagaland, Odisha, Maharashtra, Bihar, and

Uttar Pradesh. Western Maharashtra, Southern Chhattisgarh, and areas of Telangana

and Andhra Pradesh, along with central

Odisha, are turning into 'extremely prone'
forest fire hotspots, the 2020-2021 annual
report of the MoEFCC mentioned.

the two states that witness the most
identified forests along the south, west, and

southwest regions of Uttarakhand - comprising

Dehradun,

Hardwar,

Garhwal,

Almora, Nainital, Udham Singh Nagar, and
Champawat districts - as being prone to
varying intensities of forest fires.
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Forest fires can be caused by a number of natural causes, but
officials say many major fires in India are triggered mainly by
human activities. Emerging studies link climate change to
rising instances of fires globally, especially the massive fires of
the Amazon forests in Brazil and in Australia in the last two
years.
Fires of longer duration, increasing intensity, higher frequency
and highly inflammable nature are all being linked to climate
change. In India, forest fires are most commonly reported
during March and April, when the ground has large quantities
of dry wood, logs, dead leaves, stumps, dry grass and weeds
that can make forests easily go up in flames if there is a trigger.
Photo: Times of India

Under natural circumstances, extreme heat and
dryness, friction created by rubbing of branches
with each other also have been known to initiate
fire. Even a small spark from a cigarette butt, or a
carelessly discarded lit matchstick can set the
fire going. For example, in Odisha, which saw a
major fire last month in Simlipal forest, villagers
are known to set dry leaves to fire in order to
collect mahua flowers, which go into preparation
of a local drink.

Why are forest
fires difficult to control?

Photo: The Indian Express

The locality of the forest and access to it pose

As it is impossible to transport heavy vehicles

hurdles in initiating firefighting efforts. During

loaded with water into the thick forests, a majority

peak season, shortage of staff is another chal-

of fire dousing is initiated manually, using blowers

lenge in dispatching firefighting teams. Timely

and similar devices. Nevertheless, there have been

mobilization of forest staff, fuel, and equipment,

incidents when forest fires were brought under

depending on the type of fire, through the thick

control using helicopter services. Wind speed and

forests remain challenges.

direction play a critical role in bringing a forest fire
under control. Forests play an important role in
mitigation and adaptation to climate change.

Photo: Scott Webb

Sustaining the
Environmental Momentum
Report of UNDP Pakistan, Vision Green Pakistan
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Pakistan is one of the few countries to achieve “on track
status” vis-à-vis SDG 13 on Climate Change. The achievement of this status is largely, a result of several policies
and initiatives by the government, which have been
launched with the aim to improve the environment and
manage the changing climate. These include among
others, ‘Clean and Green Pakistan’, ‘Ten Billion Tree Tsunami’, ‘Protected Areas Initiative’, and ‘Recharge Pakistan’.
Despite these initiatives and successes, Pakistan remains
extremely vulnerable to the impacts of Climate Change.
According to the Global Climate Risk Index 2020, Pakistan
is ranked fifth in the list of countries most vulnerable to
climate change. Between 1999 to 2018, the country
witnessed 152 extreme weather events and suffered huge
losses equaling USD 3.8 billion.

Photo: Sarah Caron

The human impacts of such events, for
instance, the heat waves in Peshawar and
Karachi, or Lahore’s overwhelming smog,
are beginning to have dire health and economic impacts.

Photo: Sarah Caron

Pakistan has paid serious attention to addressing growing environmental challenges in recent times.

Several policies and public sector initiatives have taken effect and several Acts have been promulgated.
Strengthening of environmental protection agencies (EPAs) at the federal and provincial levels, setting

up of environmental laboratories, introducing environmental courts, establishing National Environment

Quality Standards, setting up the National Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority (NEECA) etc., are
all significant milestones.

While the government leads and regulates the environmental sustainability agenda of the country, the
responsibility for the conservation of the environment and its resources rests with all stakeholders,

including the public and private sector, as well as individuals. Although several private sector players
have piloted numerous initiatives including awareness campaigns, cleaning drives, WASH programs,
etc., there has been no check and balance on acts that have been harming the environment. These

include irresponsible hospital and municipal waste disposal, depletion of forest cover, extensive and
unsustainable use of water in agriculture, etc. In addition, imprudent individual behavior, such as

irresponsible littering, extensive use of motorized transport, burning of crop residue post-harvest,
are all incidences that are having a ripple effect on exacerbating environmental challenges.

An Entrepreneurial Solution
Towards Sustainability
By Montasir Jim,
Founder & CEO, TechShoi
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TechShoi

is the first ever multi-vendor, online, and specialized marketplace for only

eco-friendly products in Bangladesh that solely promotes responsible consumption among the
customers. TechShoi works with local eco-friendly brands who offer their sustainable products
and eco-friendly lifestyle solutions to the individual consumers and businesses. TechShoi’s

unique approaches to solve the environmental and sustainability issues are storytelling on sus-

tainability and eco-friendly lifestyle and products, redesigning the environmental goods, providing the complete package of eco-friendly lifestyle solutions to the consumers, encouraging
consumers to recycling by turning their wastes into credits, etc.

To reach more individuals and

create effective impacts, especially on the young generation,

TechShoi has collaborated with
Vision Green Organization, a

youth-led initiative and a sister
concern of TechShoi.

In one year, TechShoi team has
created a South Asian network
which

is

actively

working

to

inspire more than 1000 children
and young boys & girls to take
responsible sustainability actions
and be part of environmental
development.
*logos taken from the internet

Our projects have been supported by other prominent organizations over the last year, like

Peace First, KidsRights Foundation, YY Goshthi, etc. Our initiative is influencing people to take
positive actions to mitigate the threats of climate change and plastic pollution (especially,
single-use plastic pollution). People now are much more willing to change their mindset and
take the responsibility for rebuilding our mother Earth. Even many corporations are also
becoming environmentally aware and health concerned and giving instructions to their

procurement department to use environment-friendly products instead of plastic. TechShoi’s

specific target groups are health-conscious consumers, digital shoppers, and the business
places that rely on plastic products mainly.
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Expectedly, this number
will increase up to 40
million in a year and 80
million+ by next 5 years
when we will also reach
India, Pakistan
and Nepal.

We have our own innovation lab that is dedicated to
iterate, prototype, and produce eco-friendly products, e.g. plastic alternatives. During the Covid-19

pandemic, we have endorsed a campaign called

Mask for Mask (M4M) before the 2nd phase of lockdown in Bangladesh. In a collaboration with a social
business venture "Aware-Some", M4M campaign has

built a bridge between the corporate sector and the
marginal community.

In M4M, we have sold eco-friendly cloth masks to the corporate offices in Dhaka and utilizing

the profit, we have distributed disposable masks to the marginal community and taught them

how to dispose them properly maintaining the proper safety. Mask for Mask campaign intended
to solve the disposal issue of masks as well as developing awareness about eco-friendly
lifestyle with our unique design and typography in masks.

TechShoi, is a visionary startup that does not seek monetary benefit only, rather we aim to

endorse responsible consumption patterns among our customers and vendors. Currently, we
are channeling eco-friendly products and seeking for eco-friendly brands for collaboration. We

also offer eco-friendly packaging services. We collect waste to enhance circular waste management and our customers can turn their assets into waste through us.
Reach us @ www.techshoibd.com

ILLUSTRATION: ALVARO DOMINGUEZ

Artificial Burgers
and Climate Change
How are artificial burgers helping
to solve the climate change issue?
By Ahammad Shawki

In-charge- Technology, Vision Green Organization
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People are becoming busier these

“A cow is just a technology to
transform the proteins, sugars,
and fats present in plants from
a format that we don't enjoy
eating to a format that we do.”
– Chris Davis

days. As a result, the majority of them

tend to eat fast food at their workplaces. In fact, the term “Fast food” was first

created as a commercial strategy to
accommodate the larger numbers of
busy commuters, travelers, and wage
workers who often did not have the
time to sit down at a public house or
diner and wait for their meal.

It is not surprising that the most popular fast

However, usually, the prime beef is removed

States Department of Agriculture (USDA),

up for minced burgers. When we analyze the

food is burger. According to the United
only in America, people consume an average of 2.4 burgers per day, which is about

50 billion burgers per year. With these

billions of burgers, you can easily circle the
earth 32 times. Well, the consumption of

burgers is directly connected to the consumption of meat. Research shows that if

you used all the available meat on the aver-

age cow to create a quarter-pound minced

for steak and only the trimmings are ground
aforementioned facts, we can see why there

are so many animal farms all over the world.
Because, there is a demand for meat and
someone has to supply it. Everything has been
done this way since ancient times, the funda-

mentals of trading. However, we must now
address the fact that these animal farms are a
major contributor to climate change.

hamburger, you would get about 1600 burgers from one cow.

One of the chief causes of deforestation is the

conversion of forests into agricultural land
and animal farms. It's being done to keep up

with increased food demand. Did you know

that every second, one to two acres of rainforest are removed for animal husbandry and

agriculture? Forests help to mitigate the dangers of abrupt climate change. However,

deforestation has a significant impact on the
climate.

Furthermore,

animal

production

accounts for 14.5 percent of global greenhouse gas emissions each year.

Photo: Beyond Meat
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Another natural resource that is fast depleting
is water. Water makes up 70% of our world, but

only 2.5 percent of it is freshwater. About 92
percent of freshwater is utilized for farming, and
one-third of it is used for animal farming and

animal product manufacture. Animal farming
has a large carbon footprint and a significant
potential for global warming.

The good news is that scientists are not just

sitting around observing the negative impacts
of animal agriculture on the planet's climate.

They've devised a method for creating artificial

meats. Don't worry, the phrase "artificial" does

not imply that this meat is unhealthy for you.
This is, in fact, a completely different scenario.
Artificial meat is produced using plants.

Despite how fascinating it may sound, the
road to manufacturing artificial burgers was
not an easy one. To begin, the researchers
developed a database of all potential performance curves that make up an actual "meat,"
such as its taste, proteins, aroma, flavor, color,
fat, and so on. Plant proteins and components
can be used to achieve these qualities. So, the
next step for the researchers was to figure out
which ingredients to use and in what quantities to make artificial meat. For example,
canola and coconut oil are utilized to provide
the essential fat for the meat.

Since these artificial meats are made using
ingredients found in plants, we don't need to
clear our forests for animal agriculture. Thus, we
will be able to limit Green House Gas emissions
to some extent by reducing deforestation. However, I don’t believe that it will be viable all of a
sudden to stop animal farming and convert the
entire food system to produce artificial meats
overnight. This will cause global economic
instability, affecting not only a significant
number of farmers but also the entire world's
population.

So, governments must devise systematic strategies to promote artificial foods while gradually
reducing the number of animal farms on the planet. Companies like Impossibl Foods, NotCo,
AtlastFoof, etc. are already pushing the market to popularize artificial foods. These burgers are
now popular not just among vegetarians, but also among all meat lovers around the world. If

more meat lovers opt for this kind of food, then we will be much closer to tackling sustainability
challenges.

Photo: Markus Winkler

Earth’s Letter
to the Humans
By Nishat Fawzia

Climate ambassador, Vision Green Bangladesh
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Dear humans,
Do you have a plan of shifting the planet similar to shifting a house? I mean, the way you are destroying
me in such innovative ways! You people declare yourselves as civilized and on the other hand, throw
away tons and tons of plastic wastes here and there on a regular basis and destroy soil fertility and beneficial insects and lower animals present in the soil by using chemical fertilizers and insecticides. By
releasing hazardous carbon and other gases in the atmosphere via transportation, factories, air conditioner, refrigerator, etc. you are increasing the amount of greenhouse gases in the environment, and
destroying the ozone layer simultaneously.
You are constantly spreading out the dirty water of an unplanned sewage system, chemical wastes of
the factories, the hazardous oil of ships into the water bodies whereas, water is indispensable for the
survival of the entire human species and all of the animal species. Without even taking my capability
into consideration, you people are establishing roads and highways, factories and industries, skyscrapers, and what not. You are also igniting massive devastations like climate change by destroying the
balance of my temperature through ceaseless deforestation. You are making the environment vulnerable by establishing nuclear reactors. Even after running so much destruction, you are not even thinking
once what is going to happen to you by destroying me? How will you be able to survive by risking the
question of my survival? I firmly believe that you are the best of all creations which is why you have
the capability to prevent environment pollution and climate change; the only requirement is your willpower and awareness.
Do remember that it is your change in behavior that will be able to prevent climate change. Let me
conclude by quoting a phrase, you can also receive it as a word of caution

“The day you will cut off the last tree, end up poisoning the last source of
water, and catch the last fish, it will be on that very day that you humans will
understand, you cannot consume money!”

Yours,
The Earth

Let’s take a
memory trip with
Team Vision Green
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VGO have on boarded 10 Climate Ambassadors (CAs) in Bangladesh Team on July 2021.

They have been joined us for a six-months journey. CAs have joined us from all over the
country ranging between high-school level to professional ground.

Moreover, Ms. Sharmin Jahan from the University of Dhaka and Ms. Farah

Imrana Karim from the East West University have been appointed as the facilitators
for the 1st batch of CAs of Vision Green Organization. Currently, these ambassadors are
preparing eco-friendly ideas that could be piloted in a limited scale.
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In June 2021, on the occasion of World Environment Day, VGO team has started an
open-ended social media campaign named “Sabujayan” to urge people to plant more

trees and also to nominate their loved ones to plant more trees. VGO has provided some

small incentives to the team members to encourage them to plant more trees. Some of
the moments from the event –

Montasir Jim

Mazedur Rahim Fiaz

Amrin Sazia

Rafid Lazim

Abid Hasan
Audrija Dhar

Ahammad Shawki

Ahammad Shawki

Muheet Hassan
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Montasir Jim, the founder of Vision Green Organization,
has won the award ‘Young Changemakers Challenge
2021’ for the Vision Green South Asia Project. Among 117
applicants, a total of 30 were finalists & finally 3 won the
award, Montasir Jim being one of them.
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On World Environment Day, India Team of Vision Green Organization has arranged an open
discussion session on "Building a Bridge Between Youth and the Environment".

The founder of the Vision Green Organization, project directors, mentors, country represen-

tatives from South Asian countries, and team members attended this session. We
addressed the state of the climate change and lack of sustainability in South Asian region.
We brainstormed about the feasible solutions and how we may tackle such challenges
through VGO's future activities and planning.

The biggest success of our past projects was that we have united the young generations of
these 3 countries for one purpose and that is ensuring SUSTAINABILITY. These three coun-

tries in South Asia are the most polluted in the world and the three most vulnerable to

climate change. In the past, we never thought that these three countries would work
together to reduce the risk of climate change. Moreover, when we talk address the issue of

sustainability, pollution, and climate change we do not often consider the deeds (that

impact our country) of the neighboring countries. In VGO, we criticize ourselves and give
equal respect for each country. We want to rely on such friendship. Such an alliance among

the younger generation speaks volumes about the potential, the light of hope, to tackle
global disasters and safeguard sustainability.

“If young people can, we all can.”
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